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Abstract. Supernova (SN) 1987A focused attention on the critical role of hydro- 
dynamic instabilities in the evolution of supernovae. To test the modeling of these 
instabilities, we are developing laboratory experiments of hydrodynamic mixing 
under conditions relevant to supernovae. Initial results were reported in [l]. The 
Nova laser is used to generate a lo-15 Mbar shock at the interface of a two-layer 
planar target, which triggers perturbation growth, due to the Richtmyer-Meshkov 
and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities as the interface decelerates. This resembles the 
hydrodynamics of the He-H interface of a Type II supernova at intermediate times, 
up to a few x10” s. The experiment is modeled using the hydrodynamics codes 
HYADES and CALE, and the supernova code PROMETHEUS. Results of the 
experiments and simulations are presented. New analysis of the bubble velocity 
is presented, as well as a study of 2D vs. 3D difference in growth at the He-H 
interface of SN 1987A. 

1. Introduction 

Observations of SN1987A, a core collapse supernova (SN) in the Large Magcllanic Cloud, 
strongly suggested the occurence of material mixing driven by the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) 
and Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities [25, 21, 24, 29, 51. The ‘Bochum event’ [28, 15, 81, 
and early detection of fadioactive 56Co from the explosively burned oxygen layer implied that 
the 56Co had been mixed well into the outer layers. Doppler broadening of the gamma-ray 
and optical lines from 56Co implied velocities in excess of 3000 km/s [31, 30, 201, whereas 2D 
modeling to date predicts maximum velocities of < 2000 km/s, suggesting that perhaps 3D 
hydro effects should be considered. Given the fundamental role played by the RM and RT 
instabilities in SN evolution, it is desirable to develop the means of testing the hydrodynamics 
of the SN codes. We report here on experiments using the Nova laser at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) to test the modeling of compressible RT instabilities at relevant 
pressures. We use the SN code PROMETHEUS to model the experiment, and for comparison, 
the LLNL code CALE. We also present an analysis of the hydrodynamic growth in the experi- 
ment in terms of theory for incompressible hydrodynamic instabilities, and report on numerical 
investigations of 2D vs. 3D hydro differences in SN 1987A. 
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2. 1D Simulations of SN and Laser Experiment 

Fig. 1 shows a 20Ma model for the progenitor of SN 1987A [4], and from 1D PROMETHEUS 
(a multi-D Pieccwise Parabolic Method [PPM] hydro code), the velocity profile of the He- 
H interface induced by the blast wave and subsequent deceleration of the interface, and the 
1D pressure and density profiles at 2000 s. For more details of the SN 1987A explosion, the 
PROMETHEUS code, and the simulations shown here, see [5, 6, 13, 22, 32, 11. At the He-H 
interface, the strong acceleration followed by deceleration, along with the crossed pressure and 
density gradients suggest that the He-H interface should exhibit strong RM and RT instability, 
with the full multi-D interface evolving well into the nonlinear regime, as seen in [6, 13, 221. 
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Figure 1. (a) Initial model for SN 19878 (b) He-H interface velocity; note acceleration 
due to shock, and subsequent deceleration (c) crossed density and pressure gradients at the 
He-H interface after passage of the shock. 
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Figure 2. (a) Initial target for Nova experiment (b) Cu-CH2 interface velocity (c) crossed 
density and pressure gradients at the Cu-CH2 interface. 

The Nova experimental configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2; for further discussion of 
the experiment, the experirnental techniques, and the codes used, see [l, 23, 12, 9, 19, 17, 10, 
18, 71. The Nova laser is used to produce an X-ray drive which shocks a two-layer Cu-CH2 
planar target having an imposed material perturbation at the Cu-CH2 interface. Figs. 2b 
and c show HYADES simulations of a 1D (unperturbed) experiment; as in the SN case (Fig. 
l), the interface is first accelerated by the shock and then decelerated, and the pressure and 
density gradients are crossed at the interface; the Cu-CH2 should also exhibit strong RM and 
RT instability. We typically observe the experirnent for up to 40 ns. 

We model the laser experirnent using a combination of codes: HYADES, CALE and 
PROMETHEUS. The HYADES code [18] is a 1D Lagrangian code with multigroup radiation 
transport and tabular EOS, and CALE is a 2D Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) code [7] 
with tabular EOS and interface tracking. PROMETHEUS was described above. Ideal gas EOS 
is used for all the PR.OMETHEUS simulations of the laser experiments. We use the measured 
radiation temperature, TT(t), as the energy input to HYADES, and the versions of CALE and 



PROMETHEUS that we are using do not have radiation transport. We begin all simulations 
using HYADES, then map to PROMETHEUS and CALE at 2.45 ns, just prior to the arrival of 
the shock at the thinnest part of the (perturbed) Cu. As seen in Fig. 2c, CALE and HYADES 
agree well long after the mapping, indicating that the experiment is hydro-dominated. For a 
discussion of scaling of hydro instability growth between the SN and Nova case, see [l, 2, 111. 

3. Results and 2D Simulations 
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Figure 3. Data and simulations for 2D experiment. (a) Outline of Cu spikes extracted 
from radiograph of experiment at 33 ns. The Cu spikes and CHs bubbles are clearly evident. 
(b) CALE simulation, in Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) mode and using tabular 
EOS. (c) PROMETHEUS simulation, with fixed (Eulerian) orthogonal grid and ideal gas 
EOS. There is more fine structure with PROMETHEUS. (d) When CALE is run with Eu- 
lerian orthogonal grid and ideal gas EOS, the result is similar to PROMETHEUS, with the 
fine structure somewhat supressed by the interface tracking in CALE. CALE can be started 
with an orthogonal or non-orthogonal grid; in the former case the initial sinusoidal interface 
must be stairstepped along the grid, while in the latter case the interface can be piecewise 
smooth. When CALE is run in 8 different ways, (initial interface:smooth/stairstepped) x 
(grid:Eulerian[fixed]/ALE) x (EOS:tabular/ideal), the dominant factor in producing fine 
structure appears to bc the stairstepping (not shown.) 
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Figure 4. (a) Bubble and spike velocities (b) incompressible growth model vs ‘undecom- 
pressed’ CALE simulation with single mode velocity perturbation, X = 200j~rn (c) same 
for X = 20pm 

Fig. 3a shows a 2D image frorn the experiment at t = 33.2 ns. The edge of the Cu 
foil shows the classic nonlinear RM/RT bubble-and-spike shape, and there are faint indica- 
tions of a roll-up at the very tip of the spike. We initiate our 2D simulations in the sarne 
manner as in 1D: we map the conditions from the HYADES calculation at 2.45 ns. Fig. 3b-d 
show PROMETHEUS and CALE simulations of the experiment. The gross features of the 
experiment are well reproduced by both simulations. For further details about the data and 
simulations, see [I]. Fig. 4 cornpares spike and bubble position from the experiment, CALE, 



and PROMETHEUS. The observed spike and bubble fronts are well reproduced by both hy- 
drodynamics codes. Also shown is the position of an unperturbed interface as calculated by 
CALE and PROMETHEUS. In [l] we presented a preliminary analysis of the hydrodynamic 
growth in terms of nonlinear RM and RT theory for semi-infinite fluids [3], and are preparing 
more detailed analyses for an upcoming publication. In the more detailed analyses we consider 
the effects of the ‘accordionlike’ decompression of the Cu and CH2 layers, the effects of the 
time varying effective g (interface deceleration,) and the finite thickness of the dense part of 
the Cu layer (see. Fig. 2b.) In one of our analyses, we do a 2D simulation in which WC im- 
pose a curl-free single mode velocity perturbation at a flat Cu-CH2 interface, with the same 
wavelength as the perturbation in the experiment, after the shock passes the interface. We USC 
the results of a 1D simulation to estimate the background decompression velocities eveywhere 
in the two layers, and then subtract these velocities from the bubble and spike velocities. We 
then use a drag-vs.-buoyancy model 3 to analyze the ‘undecompressed’ bubble and spike ve- 
locities. In Fig. 4 b and c, we compare the 2D bubble velocity vb to the the model, and also 
to the the instantaneous asymptotic RT (which accounts for g) and RM (which assumes g = 0 
after the initial impulsive accleration) velocities (see 3). For the actual wavelength used in the 
experiment, X = 200 pm, (Fig. 4 b) we find that vb does not agree well with the model, and the 
model does not approach either the RT or RM asymptote until the growth has become very 
nonlinear (which occurs by 60 ns.) For a smaller wavelength, X = 20pm (Fig. 4 c), we find that 
the vb agrees well with the model, which quickly approaches the RT asymptote. This suggests 
that the a large rising CH:! bubble is able to push more easily through a dense Cu shell that is 
relatively thin (- 35 - 70pm) compared to the bubble dimensions ( X). Analysis of the spike 
velocities (not shown) suggest that the spike velocity is much harder to characterize as RM- 
or RT-like, possibly because of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the spike tip, and because 
of the rapidly falling g, which drops as - l/t. However to the extent that the hydrodynamics 
is driven by the rising bubbles, for short wavelengths the growth seems to be RT-like. At the 
same time, it is clear that many complicating factors make simple classification of the growth 
difficult; the same is likely to be true for the SN case. We will present more details of this and 
other analyses in our upcoming paper. 

4. 2D vs. 3D hydro 
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Figure 5. (a,b,c) He-H interface growth for 2D, dimple and 3D perturbations. (d) He 
velocity distributions. 

We are beginning experimental investigations of 2D vs. 3D SN-relevant hydro in Nova 
experiments. 2D vs. 3D differences could help explain why 2D simulations of SN 1987A 



underpredict the observed 5”Co velocities. By drag-vs.-buoyancy arguments [3, 191, a 3D 
perturbation is expected to grow faster in the nonlinear regime than a 2D perturbation of the 
same wave mlmber; perturbation of the same wave number and amplitude grow at the same rate 
in the linear regime [2, 3, 191. We are currently investigating both ‘dimple’ (Jo Bessel) and 3D 
(sin(kz) x sin(&q)) interface perturbations (as opposed to the 2D sinusoidal corrugation in Fig. 
3. We arc also doing numerical simulations to investigate 2D-3D differences in SN 1987A. Fig. 
5 illustrates a simple investigation, comparing the result of imposing 2D sinusoidal, dimple, 
and 3D velocity perturbations at the He-H interface after passage of the shock through the 
interface. The 3D bubble (Fig. 5 c) grows faster than the 2D bubble (b), a result already 
anticipated from previous Nova experiments [19], and the spike grows ~25% faster in 3D. The 
dimple spike (b) grows significantly faster than the 2D spike. Fig. 5d shows the distribution 
by mass of the He velocities at 12,000 s, by which time the blast wave has exited the H layer. 
The broadening of the velocity profiles in the He layer (the H layer is N 20% He in the initial 
model) for the 3D and dimple perturbations is evident. 

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. D. A. and J. K. were 
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